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News

Foiled Again’s surprise
party is a hit

by Ken Weingartner,

Moments into his speech
to
accept
the
Stan
Bergstein-Proximity
Award on behalf of legendary pacer Foiled Again
during Sunday’s U.S.
Harness
Writers
Association’s Dan Patch
Awards banquet, coowner Joe Koury Jr. was
halted by USHWA member Gordon Waterstone.
Koury knew he had not
exceeded his time limit
because he was just getting started, so he was
surprised.
Surprise was about to
turn to shock.

“Don’t you think we
ought to have the awardwinner here?” Waterstone
soon said to Koury.
Enter Foiled Again.

Foiled Again turned the
idea of a surprise party
upside down when he
emerged from behind the
curtained stage area to
the delight of the 320
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Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

POORLITTLERICHGIRL
Took cover behind parked full
foe, burst 3wide late last bend,
urged
to
hold.
Tighter?
Obviously the price is gonna
drop now.
FIRE DANCE
Rode cones for new connections, stuck in heavy traffic,
cleared too late to have a
chance, had pace. Adds chip
Lackey. Gotta use.
PERFECT PITCH
Left, had lead but not rail, battled fave to far turn, called it
off. Better post. Softer trip
almost a certainty.
FRISKIES ANGEL
Out well before half, quick
cover, solid lead up, burst
3wide late in bend, away comfortably. James choice over 2
others. One more must use.
NUTMEGS DESIRE
Parked turn, had to get back,
out again late last turn, just a
mild rally. Mild post relief
tonight. Can she fire out?
SHEZ A SWIFT
Sent to hold position, pocket
tripped behind speed duel,
cleared, urged, tough to end.
much best of the rest. Adds
Nathan. Negative post switch.
HI FIDELITY
Sped from gate, attacked by
parked full rival, shook her off
far turn but expecte4dly tired.
Far outside. Another in the
speed mix.
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1st Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

NUTMEGS DESIRE

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

POORLITTLERICHGIRL

Fastest time last race

POORLITTLERICHGIRL

Fastest win time this year

FRISKIE'S ANGEL

Fastest win time last year

FIRE DANCE

Fastest last '1/4' last race

FRISKIE'S ANGEL

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

HI FIDELITY

Favorite last race

FRISKIE'S ANGEL (W)

(B) Beaten (W) Winning

HI FIDELITY (B)

Favorable post position
change from last race

N/A

Blocked or in trouble
last race

POORLITTLERICHGIRL
FIRE DANCE
NUTMEGS DESIRE

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

POORLITTLERICHGIRL

(16% Takeout) - 50¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

50 Cent Wagers
Your Cost
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.50
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
1 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.00
1 x 1 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.00
1 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$8.00
1 x 1 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$13.50

CE-6

FRISKIE'S ANGEL

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00
2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$36.00
2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$54.00
1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$60.00
2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$81.00
3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$121.50
2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $360.00
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Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes
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banquet attendees at
Rosen Shingle Creek
resort. Only a handful of
people knew in advance
of Foiled Again’s appearance, which was conceived by Waterstone
with Foiled Again’s coowners Ron Burke and
Mark Weaver.

OH YEAH
Rushed
to Computer
catch gate,
off 5-6
1st Race
Analysis
lengths, first over past half,
Highest gain
Win % in fast panel,
NUTMEGSstalled.
DESIRE
didn’t
Just toss out that one. Use from
Highest Average
rail.
POORLITTLERICHGIRL
Earnings Per Start
COSMOS
Sat in whole trip, kicked out
Fastest time last race
POORLITTLERICHGIRL
3wide into lane, responded to
strong urging, ran out of
Fastest win time this year
FRISKIE'S ANGEL
ground.
James choice.
Seems
likely again.
FastestDAT
win timeLOVE
last year
FIRE DANCE
WHO
Out around gapper near quarter,
3rd
Fastest
lastover
'1/4' lasthalf,
race good
FRISKIE'Slead
ANGEL up
trip, closed well, but was
caught from behind. Drops
Closed Strongly last race
N/A
back to winning level.
COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS
Big improvement last race
Away
well, pocket N/Atripped
behind winner, asked to keep
speeddriven, HI FIDELITY
upConsistent
far early
turn,
no rally.
Decent form. Hard to rule him
Favorite
last racequintet. FRISKIE'S ANGEL (W)
out
of this
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
HI FIDELITY (B)
LUCKY IVAN
Rode
cones
from back, urged,
Favorable
post position
N/A
change
from
last
race
no rally into strong mile. Adds
Steve.
OccasionallyPOORLITTLERICHGIRL
fires out.
Blocked or in trouble
FIRE DANCE
last race
Still
looks like longshot.
NUTMEGS DESIRE

“I was wondering what
was going on,” said
Koury, who like the entire
Burke Brigade other than
Burke, Weaver and Foiled
Again’s caretaker for the
night, Devan Miller, had
no idea of the plan. “Next
thing you know, Foiled
was coming out. I was
absolutely shocked. It
was a great experience. It
was exciting.”

Said Joe Koury Sr., “When
Foiled showed up, it was
unbelievable.
I
was
shocked.
Tears
were
rolling down my cheeks,
it was just amazing.”

“I didn’t expect it; that’s
the last thing that would
have crossed my mind,”
said Yannick Gingras, who
drove Foiled Again for the
majority of the gelding’s

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal






























2nd Race Computer Analysis 3rd R
Highest Win %
Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

WHO DAT LOVE

Highest

COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS

Highest
Earning

COSMOS

Fastest

WHO DAT LOVE

Fastest

Fastest time last race

Fastest win time this year

OH YEAH

Fastest win time last year

Fastest

WHO DAT LOVE

Fastest last '1/4' last race

COSMOS

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

COSMOS

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Favorite last race

Favorite
COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS (B)

(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

FRISKIE'S ANGEL

Favorab
change

N/A

Blocked
last rac

WHO DAT LOVE

Comput
Multipl
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(B) Beaten

WHO DAT LOVE

Blocked or in trouble
last race

POORLITTLERICHGIRL
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career and won numerMARCH
1, 2019
ous
major stakes
together. “I thought it was really cool, something differ1st
Race Computer Analysis
ent.”
Highest
Win %others
Many

NUTMEGS DESIRE
had
the
same reaction, which was
Highest
whatAverage
Burke andPOORLITTLERICHGIRL
his coEarnings Per Start
planners had hoped.

“It time
was
Fastest
last raceunbelievable,”
POORLITTLERICHGIRL

Burke said. “I knew it
would be a hit, especially
Fastest win time this year
FRISKIE'S ANGEL
with my father (Mickey),
but it was a hit with
everybody.
It wasFIREone
Fastest
win time last year
DANCE of
the coolest moments
ever. We thought it would
Fastest
'1/4' last race
FRISKIE'S
ANGEL
be last
something
nobody
would be expecting and
would add a little N/A
bit of
Closed Strongly last race
fun, and it did.”
Waterstone,
who
Big
improvement last race

inN/Aaddition to being a member of
USHWA is associate ediConsistent
speed
HI FIDELITY
tor of early
The
Horseman
And
Fair World magazine,
FRISKIE'S
ANGEL (W)
Favorite
last racewith the
worked
resort’s
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
HI
FIDELITY
(B)
staff to set up Foiled
Again’s appearance. It
Favorable post position
required
an extra N/A
bit of
change
from last race
insurance and a protecBlocked
in trouble
tive or
covering
forPOORLITTLERICHGIRL
the banFIRE DANCE
last
race
quet room carpet,
which
NUTMEGS
DESIRE
was new.

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BLUE NOTE
Sped from gate, brushed back
3/8s, repelled 1st attacker,
urged to deny late bidder. Old2nd Race Computer Analysis
timer playing pretty tough right
now, faces open company.
Highest Win %
WHO DAT LOVE
MISSPANDEROSAJONES
First over past half, covered up
Highest Average
far
turn, urged toCOWBOYS
get DIRTYBOOTS
nod in
Earnings Per Start
3horse show photo. Adds Ryan.
Favorable
draw.
Certainly
Fastest time last race
COSMOS
usable.
CAPITOL HILL
Left
3wide,
parked
Fastest
win time this
year turn,
WHO DATbraked
LOVE
to final bend, sped up to deny
attacker, caught by pocketeer.
OH YEAH
Fastestrelief
win time here.
last year Obvious gimPost
WHO DAT LOVE
mick must.
BETTOR
LADY
Fastest last '1/4'
last race
COSMOS
Looped, but left to midturn
lead, yielded to fave, stalked,
Closed Strongly
last raceurged COSMOS
surged
when
late, up
wire. Sharp form right now.
Another in wide open open.
Big improvement last race
N/A
BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE
Left 3wide, parked turn, broke
Consistent
N/A
into
theearly
farspeed
turn, disappeared.
Extra week off probably
helped.
Still figures plenty
Favorite last race
COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS (B)
(B) Beaten (W)
Winning on prior miles.
tough
based
DANCINGONTHESAND
Favorable post position
Reserved
to far turn,
popped
WHO DAT
LOVE
change from last race
out 1st over as the leader
broke,
kept
Blocked or in
trouble marching, away
N/A
last race late. Also sat out
easily
last
week. Coming from last but in
Computerform.
Choices
tiptop
WHO DAT LOVE

CAL EXPO HARNESS

3rd Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

DANCINGONTHESAND

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

DANCINGONTHESAND

Fastest time last race

DANCINGONTHESAND

Fastest win time this year

DANCINGONTHESAND

Fastest win time last year

MISSPANDEROSAJONES

Fastest last '1/4' last race

Closed Strongly last race

BETTOR LADY

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

POORLITTLERICHGIRL
FRISKIE'S ANGEL

Multiple picks rated equal

BLUE NOTE
CAPITOL HILL

Favorite last race

CAPITOL HILL (B)

(B) Beaten (W) Winning

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE (B)

Favorable post position
change from last race

N/A

Blocked or in trouble
last race

N/A

CAL EXPO PICK 3 RULES

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

BETTOR LADY
DANCINGONTHESAND

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

DANCINGONTHESAND

1. Any scratch in the first leg of a Pick Three is now a refund.
2. A wager with a scratch in the second leg creates a consolation pool.
3. A wager with a scratch in the third leg creates another consolation pool.
4. A wager with scratches in the second and third leg creates another consolation pool.
5. A consolation pool is the sum of all wagers that include the scratch(es) for that leg or legs. The winning
combination for the consolation pool is a wager with the winner or winners of the non-scratch leg(s).
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“I called Mark about
bringing Foiled Again to
the banquet and he said
to
talk
to
Ronnie,”
Waterstone said. “I called
Ronnie and he said
absolutely, but he wanted
to do it as a secret.

“It came off better than I
thought it would. You
keep
your
fingers
crossed. The reaction was
unbelievable.
To
be
involved in this was really
cool.”

Foiled Again was already
staying near Orlando, at
the Burke’s winter stable
in Astor.

“Devan did a great job,”
Burke said. “She had to
prep him for it and people
were wondering why she
was prepping him when
he was just there hanging
out. He looked incredible.
I was thrilled.”

Unfazed by the cheers
that filled the banquet
room and the joyful commotion
that
soon
engulfed
him,
Foiled
Again stood perfectly for
his admirers.

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

WHY ASK WHY
Parked past quarter, yielded,
track to lane, cleared, held
okay. Drops from top class.
Rail. Gotta like his chances.
ONE AND ONLY
Led early, yielded, tracked to
lane, loose a bit late, finished
full of pace. Adds James for
second local start. Figures
prominently here.
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
Out from half, suffered bad
cover far turn, kicked wide,
exploded to get the popular
score. Nathan takes the drive.
A tougher assignment now.
CRUSIN FOR YOU
Away well, rail rider to the lane,
failed to rally. Mooney returns.
Minor class relief but still figures longshot.
TO THE LIMIT
Sat in whole trip, behind last
turn gapper but was only fair
once free. Took a week off
since. Not the worst stab.
MR VARSITY
Out past quarter, rimmed to
3/4s, attacked, stalled out late
stages. Another one dropping
from top class. Figures strongly among this six pack too.

PYLON RULE

CAL EXPO HARNESS

4th Race Computer Analysis

5th R

Highest Win %

GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

WHY ASK WHY

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

WHY ASK WHY

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

CRUSIN FOR YOU

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

TO THE LIMIT

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

WHY ASK WHY

Consist

Consistent early speed
Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorit
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL (W)

N/A

Favorab
change

TO THE LIMIT

Blocked
last rac

GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL

Comput
Multipl

(For Horses Racing Without Interference)

1. Going inside two (2) pylons and lapped-on at the finish: The offending horse will be disqualified and placed
behind any lapped-on horses at the wire.

2. Going inside three (3) or more consecutive pylons: The offending horse will be disqualified and placed last.

3. If an unfair advantage is gained by going inside, over, or in-between one or more pylons in order to
pass another competitor: The offending horse will be disqualified.

The steward’s discretion applies to all placement.
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News

“He was like a little showman,” Joe Koury Sr. said.
“He’s like a celebrity, a
celebrity of the humblest
measure. It was just
unbelievable. He’s amazing. I love him to death.”

Foiled Again reached harness racing’s mandatory
retirement age of 15
when the calendar turned
to 2019. He is the sport’s
all-time richest horse,
with $7.63 million in
purses, and ranks ninth
with 109 lifetime wins. He
received
Dan
Patch
Awards for best older
male pacer in 2011, 2012
and 2013 and was Pacer
of the Year in 2011.
Last year, he embarked
on a Farewell Tour that
attracted numerous fans
to
racetracks
across
North America, as well as
garnering
mainstream
media attention. He will
be inducted into the
Harness Racing Hall of
Fame in July.
Foiled Again is owned by
Burke Racing, the partnership of Weaver and
Mike Bruscemi, and the

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

FOX VALLEY HOSS
Saved ground the mile, unable
to rally in the fast heat. Drops,
rail, looks like one of many.
4th Race Computer
ZACHARIAHS
HONORAnalysis
Sat in to far turn, tipped out
Highest Win %
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
midbend, urged to get by stubborn leader. Luke’s choice.
Highest form.
Average Slim call in wide
Solid
WHY ASK WHY
Earnings Per Start
open event.
HE GRINS AGAIN
Fastest time last
WHY ASK WHYsent
Rushed
to racecatch gate,
hard to top, went for air far
turn, urged to hold. Gerry hops
Fastest win time this year
CRUSIN FOR YOU
aboard as he tackles bit
tougher.
STORMING
D year
ODDS TO THE LIMIT
Fastest win time last
Sped to top, braked, couldn’t
stop winner’s attack far turn,
Fastest last bit
'1/4' last
race GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
stalled
while
rough into
lane, then tried to fight back.
Off
a Strongly
while
since.GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
Danger if
Closed
last race
ready.
PL JALAPENO
Big improvement
last race
N/A from
Out
past quarter,
cover
fav near half, stalled suddenly
into the lane. Minor post relief
Consistent early speed
WHY ASK WHY
and Ryan takes the drive.
BLUE STAR TROOPER
Favorite last race
Reserved
early, 1st
out near
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
(W)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
half, rim balance, led late,
caught,
ouch. Rene Goulet
Favorable post position
N/A
hops
into
the
change from last
racesulky.
FIRSTDIBBS
Parked
yielded half,
Blocked or in turn,
trouble
TO THE LIMIT
last
race
stalked, came back on own,
solid tuner. Stuck outside but
Computer Choices
another
who couldGRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
contend if
Multiple picks rated equal
ready.

CHRB Rule No. 1699
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5th Race Computer Analysis

6th R

Highest Win %

ZACHARIAHS HONOR

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

ZACHARIAHS HONOR

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

HE GRINS AGAIN

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

HE GRINS AGAIN

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

P L JALAPENO

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

FOX VALLEY HOSS
ZACHARIAHS HONOR
FIRSTDIBBS

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

STORMING D ODDS

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

HE GRINS AGAIN

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorit
ZACHARIAHS HONOR (W)

(B) Beaten

Favorable post position
change from last race

N/A

Favorab
change

Blocked or in trouble
last race

N/A

Blocked
last rac

ZACHARIAHS HONOR

Comput
Multipl

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

(b) A horse shall not interfere with or cause any other horse to lose stride, ground or
position in a part of the race where the horse loses the opportunity to place where it
might be reasonably expected to finish.
(c) A horse which interferes with another and thereby causes any other horse to lose
stride, ground or position, when such other horse is not at fault and when such interference occurs in a part of the race where the horse interfered with loses the opportunity
to place where it might, in the opinion of the Stewards, be reasonably expected to finish, may be disqualified and placed behind the horse so interfered with.
CE-14
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News

Koury
family’s
JJK
Stables.
The
group
bought the horse in 2008
when
was 4. He
was
4th
RaceheComputer
Analysis
trained by Mickey Burke
briefly
Mickey
Highest
Win % before GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
retired and handed the
lines to his son Ron.
Highest Average
“He’s a dream come
true,” Joe Koury Jr. said.
Fastest time last race
WHY ASK WHY
“To be a part of this
with
such great friends and
partners
is year
amazing.
We
Fastest
win time this
CRUSIN FOR YOU
were all young guys who,
for the most part, were
Fastest
time last year started.
TO THE LIMITHe
just wingetting
brought us up all together
and
put
a differFastest
last '1/4'
last us
race on
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
ent level. It’s just been a
phenomenal ride.” And
Closed
race ride
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
nowStrongly
thatlastthe
is completed, Foiled Again will
enjoy a life of leisure.
Earnings Per Start

Big improvement last race

WHY ASK WHY

“He’s basically going to
live my
dad’s life,”
Ron
Consistent
early speed
WHY ASK WHY
Burke said with a laugh.
“They’ll be hanging out
Favorite last race
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL (W)
together
(B)
Beaten (W) Winningforever.”
N/A

McWicked
is 2018
Favorable
post position
N/A
of the Year
changeHorse
from last race

byor inKen
Blocked
troubleWeingartner
TO THE LIMIT
last race

McWicked on Sunday
became
Computer
Choicesthe oldest pacer
GRAVELSINMYTRAVEL
Multiple
picks
rated equal
in history
to be named

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

CARRO SPARKS
Far back early, tipped out from
back into lane, mild rally.
Enough post relief too consider
5th Race Computer Analysis
here.
LA REINA DE ROSA
Highestleaving,
Win %
ZACHARIAHS
Slow
gapped
at HONOR
back,
failed to get into it. Rick returns
toHighest
steer.
Average
ZACHARIAHS HONOR
SPICE
Earnings AND
Per StartICE
Rode cones to far turn, tipped
out late in bend, some traffic
Fastest time last race
HE GRINS AGAIN
but no late moves. Maybe a
slice.
TIYAGA
Fastest win time this year
HE GRINS AGAIN
Reserved to last bend, sped up
on rim, alongside leader, few
late
to year
get the
score.
Fastesttaps
win time last
P L JALAPENO
Talented but a little iffy.
CENALTA DRAGSTERFOX VALLEY HOSS
Fastest last '1/4'leaving,
last race
ZACHARIAHS
HONOR
Pushed
yielded,
FIRSTDIBBS
stalked to lane, gave way. Gary
Clark takes the drive. Class
Closed Strongly last race
STORMING D ODDS
relief noted.
ROCKET POWER
Left
3wide,last race
parked N/A
quarter,
Big improvement
attacked into lane, stalled once
passed. James choice over 2
HE GRINS AGAIN
others.
ready is he?
Consistent How
early speed
STORMING D ODDS
I WILL SCORE
Sped
from gate. Breather to
Favorite last race
ZACHARIAHS HONOR (W)
the
far
(B) Beaten (W)turn.
Winning Home quickly but
couldn’t fend off first up attacker.Favorable
Gerry
the bike here.
postin
position
N/A
change from last
race
BRUSHIN
ALBERT
Gapped bit turn one, hopped
or in trouble
onBlocked
cover
train behindN/Awinner
last
race
past half, led up, some urging,
best of the rest. Class drop
Computer Choices
makes
him dangerous
despite
ZACHARIAHS
HONOR
Multiple picks rated equal
#8.

STARTER’S RULES
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6th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

TIYAGA
CENALTA DRAGSTER

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

CENALTA DRAGSTER

BRUSHIN ALBERT

Fastest win time this year

CENALTA DRAGSTER

Fastest win time last year

BRUSHIN ALBERT

Fastest last '1/4' last race

TIYAGA

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

CENALTA DRAGSTER
I WILL SCORE

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

N/A

CARRO SPARKS

SPICE AND ICE
ROCKET POWER

CENALTA DRAGSTER

1728. Starter’s Control. The starter shall have control over the horses from the formation of the parade until he gives
the word ‘go.’ The starter shall report to the stewards any misconduct or violation on the part of the driver and may
order any unmanageable or disabled horse declared (scratched) from the race with the concurrence of the stewards.
1729. Starting the race. The starter shall bring the horses to the starting gate as near one-quarter of a mile from
the starting point as the track may permit, and shall endeavor to get all horses away in position and on gait. If a horse
refuses to come to the gate, is unmanageable or liable to cause an accident or injury to any other horse or driver, it
may be declared and all monies wagered on that horse shall be refunded.
1730. Recalls. The starter may sound a recall for only the following reasons: 1-A horse scored ahead of the gate; 2There is interference prior to the word ‘go’ being given; 3-A horse has broken equipment; 4-A horse falls prior to the
word ‘go’ being given. There shall be no recall after the word ‘go’ is given and any horse, regardless of his position or
an accident, shall be deemed a starter from the time he entered into the starer’s control unless dismissed.
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News

Horse of the Year, receiving harness racing’s top
honor to cap the U.S.
Harness
Writers
Association’s Dan Patch
Award banquet at Rosen
Shingle Creek. The 7year-old stallion bested
pacing mare Shartin N,
86-27, to claim the trophy. Atlanta, who was
named Trotter of the Year,
finished third with eight
votes.

Earlier in the night,
McWicked was named
Pacer of the Year, 95-31,
over Shartin N. McWicked
is owned by Ed James’
SSG Stables and trained
by Casie Coleman. Brian
Sears was McWicked’s
primary driver, but David
Miller also won on the
Grand Circuit with the
stallion. A son of McArdle
out of Western Sahara,
he was bred by Andray
Farm.

McWicked led the sport in
earnings last year, with
$1.57
million,
and
became the oldest horse
in 43 years to top the
money standings. For the
season, McWicked won

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

MOONSHINENMONKEYS
Out near half, soon covered up,
solid trip, stalled out late
stages. Luke takes the drive.
PLACE AT THE BEACH
Led early, soon into 3hole, traffic to lane, never had a chance.
Medium price thought here.
ALONG CAME JANE
Away well, soft three hole to
lane, cleared bit late, had some
pace. James choice. Figures
strongly.
SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
Gapped early, tipped out on
rim, failed to show any late
interest. Post relief noted.
BURN MY VILLA
Looped leaving, parked hard
3/8s to clear, went for air,
stalled suddenly into hw.
Couple weeks off, minor drop.
CHILMA
1st out from half, long grind on
the rim, held okay, edged for
2nd. Okay form. Nearby with
right trip.
LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
2nd over half, good lead up,
surged on late, alongside winner, almost. Adds Ryan.
Another dropper in the mix.
THE GOBYE GIRL
Moved on cover train, followed
winner 3wide, urged to save
show. Outside again. Plan?
GRAN SAN
Parked eighth plus, back on rim
from half, attacked balance,
held okay. Drops but moves
outside. Adds Rene.

CAL EXPO HARNESS

7th Race Computer Analysis

8th R

Highest Win %

LA MADAWNA DE ROSA

Highest

CHILMA

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

LA MADAWNA DE ROSA

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

LA MADAWNA DE ROSA

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

GRAN SAN

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

SPARKIN YOUR FIRE

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race

Favorit
BURN MY VILLA (B)

N/A

10 Across
Blocked or in trouble
last race

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

POST POSITION TEN - 10 Across

SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
CHILMA

LA MADAWNA DE ROSA

When there is a field of 10, the horses will score
10 across the track. Horses drawing post positions
HIGHER THAN 10 will start from the 2nd tier.
CE-18

(B) Beaten

Favorab
change

Blocked
last rac
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12 of 19 races, capping
his campaign with a fiverace win streak, and hit
the board a total of 17
times.
The previous oldest pacer
to be named Horse of the
Year was Good Time, who
was 6 when he received
the award in 1952.

Earlier
this
month,
McWicked was named
Horse of the Year in
Canada. Coleman has
trained three Horse of the
Year winners in Canada,
but McWicked was her
first in the U.S., as well as
the first for owner James.
Sears,
who
drove
McWicked in 12 of his 19
races, has sat behind four
Horse of the Year honorees.

“We’ve been fortunate to
have three horses of the
year in Canada, and to
get it done here is pretty
awesome,” Coleman said.
“Winning a double (Horse
of the Year) with him, and
doing it with a horse
that’s 7 turned 8, it’s not
often that it happens.
Now we have to hope he

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

CHIEF SARATOGA
Pushed an eighth plus, pocket
behind winner to lane, cleared,
urged, best of the rest. James
7th Race
Computer
choice.
Figures
tough Analysis
in here.
WET SHARK
Highest Win %
LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
Sat
in whole trip, clear
in lane,
urged, solid rally. Post and
Highest Average
class
relief. Adds CHILMA
Steve.
Earnings Per Start
Obvious
threat.
MAJOR JESSE
Fastest
raceturn ,LA MADAWNA
DE ROSA
Sat
intime
tolast
far
angled
out
3wide late in bend, rallied pretty well. Segues from Goudreau,
Fastest win time this year LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
adds chip.
IMMA TANK
Rode
toyear
lane, steadied
in
Fastestcones
win time last
GRAN SAN
traffic, cleared, fair late move.
Slight drop and better post
Fastest last '1/4' last race
SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
noted.
YANKEE TIME
Settled early, easy run to the
Closed Strongly last race
N/A
lane, not a late danger. Looks
like longshot again.
WALKER
MEISTER
Big improvement
last race
N/A
Left 3wide, parked quarter,
yielded to retaker, tracked,
Consistent
earlyfinal
speed furlong. N/A
faded
out
Drops a
bit too. Thought.
Favorite last race
WESTERN
DEVIL
BURN MY VILLA (B)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
Parked eighth plus, braked til
attacked half, dueled fav the
Favorable post position
rest
way, tough.N/AMoves
changeoffromthe
last race
outside. Adds Gerry.
MISTER
SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
Blocked or inHAT
trouble
last race cones in return,
Rode
CHILMA some
urging in the needed tuner.
Computerbe
Choices
Might
tighter now.
Another
LA MADAWNA
DE ROSA
Multiple picks rated equal
price thought.

CAL EXPO HARNESS

8th Race Computer Analysis

9th R

Highest Win %

WESTERN DEVIL

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

IMMA TANK

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

IMMA TANK

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

IMMA TANK

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

WALKER MEISTER

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

WET SHARK
MAJOR JESSE
IMMA TANK

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

WESTERN DEVIL

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorite
N/A

WET SHARK

IMMA TANK
WALKER MEISTER

IMMA TANK

Pick Four (16%) - $30,000 Guaranteed Pool

To win the Pick Four, you must select the winners of the four (4) races
designated as the pick four races. Otherwise, pursuant to (CHRB 1976.9):
If no ticket correctly selects all four winners, 10% of the net pool will
be paid to the winner(s) correctly selecting the most winners, 90% of the
net pool will CARRYOVER to the next Pick Four Pool.
CE-20

(B) Beaten

Favorab
change

Blocked
last rac
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can do it again next year.
He’s going to be another
year older, but I see no
reason
he shouldn’t
7th Race why
Computer
Analysis
be just as good next year.
We’llWinsee
Highest
% what happens.”
LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
McWicked’s victories last
includedCHILMA the
Breeders Crown, Ben
Franklin Pace, William R.
Fastest time last race
LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
Haughton
Memorial,
Canadian Pacing Derby,
TVGwin
Series
Open
champiFastest
time this year
LA MADAWNA
DE ROSA
onship,
Dan
Rooney
Invitational, and Allerage
Fastest win time last year
GRAN SAN
Farms Open. His 1:46.2
clocking in the Allerage
was lastthe
Fastest
'1/4' lastsecond-fastest
race
SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
race mile in history.
Highest Average
season
Earnings
Per Start

Closed
“It Strongly
was lastarace very

N/A
tough

group all season, and just
the way he did it, his last
Big improvement last race
N/A
start he was just as good
as
his
first
start,”
Coleman
said. “HisN/A last
Consistent
early speed
start at the Meadowlands
(in the
TVG) he did it like
Favorite
last race
BURN MY VILLA (B)
(B)
Beaten (W) was
Winning nothing to it. It
there
was scary how good we
Favorable
post position
put him
away. We’reN/Arealchange from last race
ly excited to see what he
can do again next
year.”
SPARKIN YOUR FIRE
Blocked or in trouble

Atlanta became the first
filly Choices
to
win
the
Computer
LA MADAWNA DE ROSA
Multiple
picks rated equal since 1996
Hambletonian
last race

CHILMA

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

JENN ON THE ROCKS
Reserved to far turn, tipped out
mid bend, mild urging, never in
doubt. Only mare in the race
8th Race
Computer
facing
much
tougher. Analysis
REYS N A RUCKUS
Highest Win %
WESTERN DEVIL
Looped
leaving, parked
past
quarter, attacked by winner
Highestlane,
Average stalled out once
into
IMMA TANK
Earnings Per Start
passed. Time off and some
class relief.
Fastest time last race
IMMA TANK
WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE
Out past quarter, cover near
half, great lead up trip, away
Fastest win time this year
IMMA TANK
on own, strong. James choice
over 2 others. Right back?
READ
MEtime
MY
Fastest win
last RIGHTS
year
WALKER MEISTER
Rode cones, shuffled to last,
angled 4th over into WET
lane,
SHARK didFastest
last '1/4'
last race type.
MAJOR JESSE
n’t
rally.
Longshot
IMMA TANK
KABOOM POW
Parked past quarter, braked to
Closed Strongly last race
WESTERN DEVIL
half, sped up when attacked far
turn, no match for 2nd over
winner,
urged
Big improvement
last raceto save
N/A 2nd.
Tighter? Main threat again?
THEREALGOODS
Consistent early
N/A
Popped
outspeed
near half, attacked
fave balance, outnodded for
Favoriteeasily
last race best of the rest.
2nd,
N/A
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
Adds Gerry.
OUTLAW BLUE ICE
Favorable post position
WET SHARK
Left
changeto
fromtuck,
last race shuffled to last,
failed to show any late interest.
Outside
IMMA TANK
Blocked or inagain.
trouble The plan?
last race BRUSH
EDDIE
WALKER MEISTER
Took out on cover train, gapped
Computer
flow
farChoices
turn, stalled.
IMMA TANKRene
Multiple picks rated equal
returns. Killer post though.
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9th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

REYS N A RUCKUS
WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

KABOOM POW

WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

Fastest win time this year

THEREALGOODS

Fastest win time last year

KABOOM POW

Fastest last '1/4' last race

WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

Closed Strongly last race

JENN ON THE ROCKS
WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

Big improvement last race

Consistent early speed

N/A

REYS N A RUCKUS
WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

KABOOM POW (B)

WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

N/A

WINKWINKNUDGENUDGE

HI-FIVE - .20¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

10 Cent Wagers

Your Cost

1 with 23 with 23 with 45 with 45 …………………………………………….
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 6 ………………………………………….
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 567………………………………………..
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 6………………………………………
12 with 123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 ………………………………
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 5678910 …………………………………...
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 2345678910………………………………...

$.80
$3.20
$3.60
$4.80
$6.40
$7.20
$9.60

1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567………………………………… $16.20
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 234567810…………………………….
$28.80
1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 2345678910……………………………. $32.40
12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 123456……………………….. $48.00
123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567………………………...
$48.60
1 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567 with 2345678…………………………… $51.20
1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567 with 12345678…………………. $204.80
123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 12345678………………... $288.00
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when she captured the $1
million final Aug. 4 at the
Meadowlands. Driven by
Scott Zeron, she won
eight of 14 races last year
and led all 3-year-old filly
trotters with $1.01 million
in purses. Her victories
also
included
the
Kentucky Filly Futurity
and Empire Breeders
Classic.

A daughter of Chapter
Seven out of Hemi Blue
Chip, Atlanta was owned
in 2018 by trainer Rick
Zeron, Michelle and Al
Crawford’s
Crawford
Farms, William Holland’s
Holland Racing Stable,
Howard Taylor, and Brad
Grant. She was bred by
Order By Stable. The
horse sold recently for a
record $1.55 million to a
group led by Michelle
Crawford.
“I’m
very
happy,”
Crawford said. “I was
very excited to hear her
for Trotter of the Year. I
think she deserves it. I
watched her from the
beginning and she’s just a
freak, a really phenomenal filly. I can’t wait to put

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BLUE STAR MAVERICK
Pocket tripped behind fave,
stalked to lane, benefited when
that one lugged out, some urging, tough score. Sharp, big
class hike though.
EASTENDER
Parked half turn, yielded,
brushed back to top, went for
air last bend, driven, tough.
Another hiker in decent form.
ALMOST CUT MY HAIR
1st over into last bend, covered
up midbend, rallied on well,
best of the rest. Can be nearby
again with right trip.
PANCETTA
Sent from gate, yielded, back
out on rim last bend, surged to
top, nailed wire, ouch. Adds
Ryan. Sharp, gotta use.
IM AN ATHLETE
Parked eighth plus, brushed
back near 3/8s, battled to the
lane, faded from the skirmish.
Adds chip here. The plan?
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Out behind winner into far
turn, kicked wide, surged
again, almost. James choice.
Figures to be flying at the end.
ICY BLUE SCOOTER
Sped to top, kept an honest
clip, attacked into lane, not
much resistance. Extra week
off. Regularly plays plenty
tough.
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10th Race Computer Analysis 11th
Highest Win %

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

PANCETTA

Fastest win time this year

Fastest win time last year

ICY BLUE SCOOTER

ALMOST CUT MY HAIR

Fastest

Fastest

I'M AN ATHLETE

Fastest last '1/4' last race

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

I'M AN ATHLETE

Consist

Consistent early speed
Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorit
EASTENDER (W)

(B) Beaten

Favorable post position
change from last race

N/A

Favorab
change

Blocked or in trouble
last race

N/A

Blocked
last rac

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Comput
Multipl

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

C.H.R.B. BREAKING RULES

1722. Breaking. Should any horse break from its gait in either trotting or pacing, the driver shall:
(a) Where clearance exists, take such horse to the outside.
(b) Attempt to pull the horse to its gait.
(c) Lose ground.
1723. Lapped-on Break. The driver of a horse which has broken from its gait who has complied
with the breaking rule shall not be set back unless a contending horse on his gait is lapped on the
hind quarter of the breaking horse at the finish.
CE-24

Fastest

BETTOR IN THE BANK
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her in the breeding shed
and have her babies, but
I’m not trying to get her
off the track by any
means. I’m excited for
her future, but I’m not
rushing her off the track.
Not at all.”

The announcements of
Horse, Pacer, and Trotter
of the Year were made
during Sunday’s banquet.
Previously
announced
divisional champions also
were honored at the
event.
Division-winning pacers
were
2-year-old
colt
Captain Crunch, 2-yearold
filly
Warrawee
Ubeaut, 3-year-old gelding Dorsoduro Hanover,
3-year-old filly Kissin In
The Sand, Shartin N, and
McWicked. Division-winning trotters were 2-yearold colt Gimpanzee, 2year-old filly Woodside
Charm, 3-year-old colt
Six Pack, 6-year-old gelding Homicide Hunter, 4year-old mare Ariana G,
and Atlanta.

Other honorees included
Stan Bergstein-Proximity
FAST TRACK:

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

LA DIVA DE ROSA
Behind early gapper, out past
half, followed winner’s cover,
swung 3wide, urged to eke out
2nd
Back inside,
adds
10th spot.
Race Computer
Analysis
Rene.
RUSH
AND
Highest Win
% A BRUSH
BETTOR IN THE BANK
3rd over half, good lead up trip,
no late moves. Likely longshot
Highestmore.
Average
once
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Earnings Per Start
GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Sent from gate, pushed before
PANCETTA
yielding,
back
Fastest time last
race on rim far turn,
IN THE BANK
failed to sustain theBETTOR
bid.
Drops
to winning level. Seems obviFastest win time this year
ICY BLUE SCOOTER
ous.
FANCY LITTLE GIRL
Off gate pair, gapped
early, 4th
ALMOST CUT MY HAIR
Fastest win
time lastangled
year
over
half,
to lane,
I'M AN ATHLETE
urged, fair late interest.
Enough post relief too have a
Fastest last '1/4' last race
BETTOR IN THE BANK
look.
GREEKONA
Moved out on cover train, folClosed Strongly
race into
BETTORthe
IN THE lane,
BANK
lowed
rival last
3wide
urged, much best of the rest.
Week off. Better post. Include.
Big improvement last race
N/A
MAGNIFIQUE
Shuffled to last, 4th over into
lane, swung wide, urged, faded
Consistent early speed
I'M AN ATHLETE
out from the chase. Drops from
top class. Main threat to #3?
Favorite last race TRAFFIC
DIRECTING
EASTENDER (W)
(B) Beaten
(W) Winning
Off
gate
pair, rode cones in
return, only fair once free.
Favorable postagain.
position
Outside
Let’s N/A watch
change
from
last
race
another.
DANDYS DUDUDIDUDU
Blocked or in
trouble
Looped
leaving,
parkedN/Aeighth
last race
plus, tucked behind winner,
stalked to lane, stalled from
Computer
Choices Couple weeks off.
the
chase.
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Multiple picks rated equal
Segues from claimers.
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11th Race Computer Analysis 12th
Highest Win %

FANCY LITTLE GIRL

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

GETTER QUEEN FLUSH

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

FANCY LITTLE GIRL

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

FANCY LITTLE GIRL

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

LA DIVA DE ROSA

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

MAGNIFIQUE

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

DANDY'S DUDUDIDUDU

Consist

Consistent early speed
Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorite
N/A

Favorab
change

N/A

Blocked
last rac

FANCY LITTLE GIRL

Comput
Multipl

The optimum condition for a dirt track, dry, fast and even.

Condition between fast and slow, generally a bit wet.

SLOW TRACK:

A track with some moisture in it that is not fast, between good and heavy.

HEAVY TRACK:

Condition of track when wet similar to muddy but slower.

MUDDY TRACK:

A track that is wet on surface with firm bottom.

Deep condition of racetrack after being soaked with water.
CE-26

(B) Beaten

LA DIVA DE ROSA

GOOD TRACK:

SLOPPY TRACK:

Highest

GREEKONA
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Award
winner
Foiled
Again, Driver of the Year
Aaron Merriman, Trainer
of the Year Ron Burke,
10th
Race Computer Analysis
Breeder of the Year Order
By Stable, Owners
of the
Highest Win %
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Year Burke Racing and
the partnership of Mark
Highest Average
BANK
Weaver
andBETTOR IN THE
Mike
Earnings
Per Start
Bruscemi, and Rising Star
Marcus Melander. PANCETTA
Foiled Again surprised the
audience
of 320
by
Fastest
win time this year
ICY BLUE SCOOTER
emerging from behind
the curtained ALMOST
stage
as
CUT MY HAIR
Fastest
win
time
last
year
part of the BergsteinI'M AN ATHLETE
Proximity presentation
that kicked off the festivFastest last '1/4' last race
BETTOR IN THE BANK
ities. The crowd rose to
its feet and cheered
Closed
Strongly
last race the
BETTORsport’s
IN THE BANK
Foiled
Again,
all-time richest horse who
retired at the end of 2018
Big improvement last race
N/A
following a farewell tour
that attracted numerous
fans to
Consistent
earlyracetracks
speed
I'M ANacross
ATHLETE
North America and garnered
media
Favorite
last mainstream
race
EASTENDER (W)
(B)
Beaten (W) Winning Also recognized
attention.
Sunday at the banquet
Favorable
were post
theposition
members N/A
of the
change from last race
2018 Hall of Fame class,
which will be inducted in
Blocked or in trouble
N/A Ted
July:
last
race Blair Burgess,
Gewertz, Joe Holloway,
Computer
Jerry Choices
Silverman,
Linda
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Multiple picks rated equal
Toscano, and Ted Wing.
Fastest time last race

BETTOR IN THE BANK

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

GENE EUGENE
Rushed to be off gate 1, saved
all ground to the lane, no late
moves. In for 3k tag tonight.
11th Race
Computer
MUCHO
MACHO
MAN Analysis
Led early, back first
from
FANCYout
LITTLE GIRL
Highest Win %
half, sped by leader, GREEKONA
urged to
maintain margin. Confidence
Highest Average
builder.
Ryan hops GETTER
aboard.
QUEEN FLUSH
Earnings Per Start
HELLO
SEVENS
Sat in the trip, cleared, but no
Fastestinto
time lastquick
race
FANCY LITTLE
GIRL
rally
panel.
Mooney
gets the call for this.
BEST DREAM SEEKER
Fastest win time this year
FANCY LITTLE GIRL
Saved all ground to the lane,
urged, no danger to top trio,
but
well
ahead
Fastest
win time
last yearof balance.
LA DIVA DE ROSANot
the worst price stab.
A BAY BAY
Fastest
last '1/4'throughout,
last race
MAGNIFIQUE
Far
back
cleared
into str, urged, best of others.
Another dropping out of the
Closed Strongly last race
N/A
$4000 bunch. Might awaken.
MIGHTY FINE HIHO
Took
out into
far turn,
Big improvement
last race
N/A never
really covered, kept on the
move, urged, best of the rest.
Consistent choice.
early speed Figures
DANDY'S DUDUDIDUDU
Luke’s
to be
closing fast.
Favorite last race
CAVIART
SPENCER
N/A
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
Led early, yielded, stalked to
lane, faded in the comebacker.
Favorable post position
LA DIVA woes.
DE ROSA
Adds
Post
change Chip
from lastLackey.
race
REGINA BEACH
Sent
urging, moderated
Blockedunder
or in trouble
N/A
last race half, sped home
middle
but
couldn’t deny class dropping
Computer
Choices the road again for
fave.
Down
FANCY LITTLE GIRL
Multiple picks rated equal
him? One to beat.
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12th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

MUCHO MACHO MAN
MIGHTY FINE HI HO

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

REGINA BEACH

A BAY BAY

Fastest win time this year

REGINA BEACH

Fastest win time last year

GENE EUGENE

Fastest last '1/4' last race

A BAY BAY

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

CAVIART SPENCER
REGINA BEACH

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

N/A

N/A

MIGHTY FINE HI HO

REGINA BEACH

HI-FIVE - .20¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

10 Cent Wagers

Your Cost

1 with 23 with 23 with 45 with 45 …………………………………………….
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 6 ………………………………………….
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 567………………………………………..
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 6………………………………………
12 with 123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 ………………………………
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 5678910 …………………………………...
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 2345678910………………………………...

$.80
$3.20
$3.60
$4.80
$6.40
$7.20
$9.60

1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567………………………………… $16.20
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 234567810…………………………….
$28.80
1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 2345678910……………………………. $32.40
12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 123456……………………….. $48.00
123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567………………………...
$48.60
1 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567 with 2345678…………………………… $51.20
1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567 with 12345678…………………. $204.80
123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 12345678………………... $288.00
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